
Minutes – Virtual Meeting
San Fernando Valley Service Council Regular Meeting

Wednesday, June 2, 2021
6:30PM

Meeting recording available at metro.net/about/board/board-directors-meetings-audio-archive/.

Called to Order at 6:31 p.m.
Council Members:
David Perry, Chair
Robert Gonzales
Erin N. Nash
Perri Sloane Goodman
Dennis Washburn
Donald Weissman

Officers:
Dolores Ramos, Service Councils Manager
Joe Forgiarini, Senior Director, Service Performance &
Analysis
Israel Marin, Principal Transportation Planner
Tito Corona, Community Relations Manager

For Metro information in English, please call the following phone number: 213-922-1282.

Para más información de Metro en español, por favor llame al número que aparece a continuación: 213-922-
1282

Մետրոյի մասին հայերեն լեզվով տեղեկություններ ստանալու համար, խնդրում ենք զանգահարել այս 

հեռախոսահամարով՝ 323-466-3876

Для получения информации о Metro на русском языке, пожалуйста, позвоните по указанному ниже
телефонному номеру: 323-466-3876

需要都会运输局的（语言名称）资料, 请拨打以下电话号码: 323-466-3876

Metroに関する日本語での情報は、以下の電話番号でお問い合わせください：323-466-3876

สําหรับข้อมลูเกี�ยวกบัรถโดยสารเมโทรเป็นภาษา [ไทย] กรุณาติดต่อที�หมายเลขโทรศพัท์ด้านลา่ง: 323-466-3876

េដ�ម�ីនិ� យ� មួយអ�កបកែ�ប Metro��ក់ សូមទូរស័ព�� មេលខ 323.466.3876។

메트로(Metro) 정보를 [한국어]로 알아보시려면, 아래 번호로 전화하십시오: 323-466-3876

Để biết thông tin về Metro bằng tiếng Việt, vui lòng gọi số điện thoại dưới đây: 323-466-3876

https://www.metro.net/about/board/board-directors-meetings-audio-archive/
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1. ROLL Called

2. APPROVED Minutes of May 5, 2021 Meeting, Councilmembers

3. RECEIVED FY22 NextGen Service, Speed, and Reliability Update, Joe Forgiarini, Senior Director

Councilmember Nash asked where bus stop bulb outs will be installed. Mr. Forgiarini replied that
locations have not yet been finalized. Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) is taking
the lead on the San Fernando Valley Reseda corridor as part of their bus stop improvements plan.

Councilmember Washburn asked what new federal aid Metro has received and might potentially
receive from additional stimulus and sustainability programs. Mr. Forgiarini replied that project
funding would mainly be provided through formula funding that Metro has received; additional
federal funding has not yet been secured. The NextGen Speed and Reliability Program is well-suited
for the infrastructure program being debated at the federal level. Metro will have several corridors
ready to submit as potential projects, should there be transit elements available for funding. Metro
expects that it is likely to be awarded a significant amount, but there is nothing definite at this stage.

Councilmember Washburn asked if federal funding would come through the State of California or
directly to Metro. Mr. Forgiarini replied Metro often receives funding directly from the federal
government. The $25 million grant mentioned is state funding being received direct from the State of
California.

Councilmember Sloane Goodman asked for clarification of transit signal priority; does it include
improvements to the fleet and in the ground? What will be involved? Mr. Forgiarini replied that the
City of LA’s system involves on-board equipment and equipment such as loops in the road. Metro is
hoping to partner with them to move forward with new signal cabinet-based technology that doesn’t
require anything new to be installed on the buses. This technology is already used in unincorporated
areas and other cities. City of LA was the early adopter with their technology which is why it is
different. Metro is looking forward to implementing that technology especially to new corridors that
previously haven’t had signal priority. Traditionally, signal priority has been provided on Rapid
corridors, but it will need to move beyond those corridors to speed up more of the bus system.

Jason commented that when discussing federal and state funding, he finds many Metro employees
have knowledge of how state and federal funding should be utilized, but when an individual requests
that public restrooms be added to Chatsworth and North Hollywood Stations, they only have
excuses. He thinks Metro needs more security. While Metro acknowledges public concerns regarding
security, he feels there’s been very little response to those concerns. He thinks Line 750 needs
holiday and weekend service, that more service is needed between Fallbrook and Topanga, as it is
only served by Line 161 every hour, and that more frequent service is needed on the Orange Line. In
speaking to other riders, they agree that Metro is not doing enough to incentivize use of transit.

4. RECEIVED Better Bus Initiative, Cassie Halls, Senior Transportation Planner

Councilmember Washburn suggested watching PBS TV show The Life-Sized City by Mikael Colville-
Anderson which has featured cities around the world such as Beirut and Barcelona as a good
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potential source of ground-up ideas and efforts to address seating or installation of shelters. He
encouraged getting Mikael Colville-Anderson to come to Los Angeles as a means of engaging people
in the community.

Councilmember Gonzales requested that the Better Bus program schedule a meeting with the City of
San Fernando to discuss their bus shelters plans. The City has funding dedicated for buses to take
students on field trips that wasn’t spent over the past year due to COVID, and has decided to spend
those funds to enhance their bus shelters. Within the City, there are several of the Metro installed
shade structures that are glass; they radiate heat, don’t really provide shade, and people don’t use
them. The City of San Fernando is looking at using upcoming funding to address the issue. Ms. Halls
said the program would be happy to work with the City; Ms. Ramos will provide contact information.

Councilmember Sloane Goodman suggested that the program look at the south facing stop at Santa
Monica/Vermont across from the rail station; it is hot and crowded, with people trying to find shade
under a narrow awning. She urged the program to consider including that stop in improvement
plans.

Councilmember Washburn commented that during adoption of the NextGen Bus Plan, route
changes proposed in Calabasas to speed up service would have eliminated stops and use of at least
seven bus shelters that the City of Calabasas had spent a lot of money installing. He suggested that
be considered in placement of bus shelters. He requested the Council receive a presentation on
Metro communications, advertising, and engagement strategies used to promote Metro. Advertising
sometimes relies too much on phones; Metro needs to communicate with people who don’t use
smart phones, as a large part of Metro’s target audience likely does not use them.

Chair Perry asked if Metro intends to pursue potential funding for transportation infrastructure as it
becomes available, on behalf of the cities? Ms. Halls replied that they don’t yet know which funding
sources will be used or how Metro will share costs with cities. Many of the elements of the Better Bus
program are traditionally within the jurisdiction of cities. The initiative is proposing new models of
partnership and coordination, looking at incentive models for cities around improving bus stops, and
for Metro to possibly assume costs for bus lane installations and other improvements.

Chair Perry noted that the approval of the Better Bus Program includes seven new full time positions
in Government Relations. While many of these things fall under cities, the Government Relations
component would be critical to work on creating partnerships as well as serving as an educational
tool to the cities, encouraging them to pursue funding as well as to strengthen the chance of
obtaining funding for improvements. Though the San Fernando Valley doesn’t have the MSP
(multiyear subregion program within Metro M) as they chose to direct their share of funding towards
specific major capital projects, all of the other subregions did. There are specific transit capital funds
within the MSP to help implement this as well. Supervisor Barger sees the retooled focus on
customer experience as an important development and is supportive. He encourages staff to reach
out to her office for assistance in collaborating with the various local jurisdictions. Ms. Halls replied
that the new positions are intended to elevate attention on bus so that Metro is able to dedicate
more funding and also ask cities to dedicate existing funds for bus stops and other improvements.
The seven new positions are spread across the across the Communications Department; two are in
Government Relations to help with federal and state grants, and five are in other Communications
teams to help with the public outreach process to implement bus lanes along various corridors.

An eComment was received from Gregory Wright stating: BETTER BUS STOP SIGNS! can help make
our Metro and LADOT bus and connector stops much more visible, and raise consciousness of the
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transit option for people driving and walking by them. I suggest a larger sign with the Metro 'M'-in-a-
circle made colorful and chromatically reflective with 'Lumilar' or similar etched-diffraction material!
Good remark re making shelters effectively shade-providing. Yes, the Life-Sized City series on PBS is
very instructive; all should watch.

Jason commented that the Orange Line could use more shelters all the way through to North
Hollywood Station; people getting hit by the sun or cold rain is a big issue. There is also the situation
with homeless and the need for a multi-pronged approach. He believes the problem on buses is not
just homeless people or people with mental illness, but that there is an element on the bus and rail
that prey on people. He has seen multiple incidences where security does not respond. Since Metro
switched to LAPD from the Sheriffs, the amount of security personnel has been cut in half. Because
of these issues, there are people terrified to ride transit and trying to move out of the area or get the
money to buy a car. Metro is not moving fast enough to address these issues.

5. RECEIVE System Security and Law Enforcement (SSLE) Update - Winter 2021 Systemwide Homeless
Count, Carlos Rico, Transit Security Community Liaison

Councilmember Nash asked if the four-day count conducted in November collected data on other
indicators or metrics when identifying unhoused individuals such as gender, race, sex, or on
perceived identifiers, and if that information is being shared with LA Homeless Services Authority
(LAHSA), as they have a larger homeless count at the end of the year. Mr. Rico replied that the
methodology of fall count was that SSLE shared LAHSA criteria with operators on how to identify
unhoused persons as a baseline. They did not delve into collecting further demographic information
such as gender or race; this was their first count, and the effort was concentrated on establishing
baseline numbers, seeing how well the process to conduct the count worked, and how they can
improve the process for future counts. On the bus side, it would be challenging for operators to
identify subcategories beyond whether an individual is unhoused or not. Operators were asked to
take time to count the number of individuals that they perceived as unhoused at 6am when they
came to a stop. There were operational constraints in that they didn’t want to disrupt the on-time
performance of the bus; asking operators to do more than conduct a simple count created logistical
challenges and might affect the integrity of count. They are looking at using a different methodology
going forward and may include some subcategories in future counts. COVID was also a major
constraint; in the future, they would like to do something like LAHSA does. Metro participates in
LAHSA’s annual count; in the past, Metro has staffed every station with a volunteer to support the
LAHSA count. They would like to do that on every train car to get a better count, have more flexible
time constraints, and potentially be able to collect data on subcategories. Hopefully for the next
count, there won’t be COVID restrictions in place, and they will be able to recruit volunteers to
conduct the count instead of relying on law enforcement or operators.

Councilmember Nash asked if Metro normally conducts a count similar to LAHSA. Mr. Rico replied
that Metro participates in LAHSA count by providing volunteers to conduct point-in-time counts on
rail station platforms. Metro does not place volunteers inside trains as that would require a much
larger pool of volunteers. A count on the buses and trains would be something Metro would do on its
own, using volunteers and a combination of LAHSA and Metro methodology. Councilmember Nash
replied that LASA’s count typically counts people who are stationary. As there seem to be high
numbers on the trains and buses, it probably would be a benefit to incorporate what Metro is doing
into future LAHSA counts.
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Councilmember Nash asked how often Operation Shelter the Unsheltered outreach is conducted.
Mr. Rico replied that Operation Shelter the Unsheltered outreach is conducted every day with
morning and pm teams. On Friday nights, Dream Center outreach workers conduct outreach at
Union Station.

Councilmember Washburn commented that based on the homeless count numbers, the unhoused
make up a fraction of Metro’s average bus daily ridership of 400,000-500,000. He asked Mr. Rico to
address how Metro’s efforts target this fraction of ridership relative to the numbers that Metro’s
serves overall. Mr. Rico replied that in the context of the region’s overall unhoused issue and
compared to Metro ridership, the numbers do seem small, but that small number has significant
impacts on Metro operations. Metro continually receives patron feedback that Metro should address
the homelessness issue, as the prevalence of unhoused persons on the system, as well as a host of
quality of life issues, cause people to feel uncomfortable riding the system or to no longer ride. It is
incumbent on Metro to help unhoused persons to get off the system, not just for rider comfort, but
also the human element of being able to help people who are often in crisis.

Ralf Quint submitted an eComment stating: As a very frequent and longtime rider, I can tell you that
especially in winter, the reason why a lot of homeless concentrate on a few lines is NOT due to
getting in and/or out of certain areas, but for the simple fact that those are commonly fairly long
lines, which keeps those people, when riding end to end, keeps them out of inclement weather the
longest.

Gregory Wright submitted an eComment stating: HOMELESS/UNHOUSED PERSONS RESOURCE
INFO SHEETS should be available in a Take-Me box on Metro buses. Would help some of the folks
who are proactive and pick one or two up for themselves and similarly-situated friends. Metro Board
member Paul Krekorian listened to my description of this idea at the Valley College Homelessness
Forum in January 2018 and told me he would pursue this; nothing eventuated, as far as I know.

Jason commented that a lot of riders appreciate Metro trying to address the homelessness issue with
multi-pronged approach; it is absolutely necessary. He feels Metro needs more security personnel on
the system on any given time. He recognizes that responding with pure force is not always the right
thing to do, but finds it problematic that security has been cut in half. He noted that some of the
people experiencing homelessness don’t want to be helped, and some of those people love
ambushing the patrons at the same stations and platforms; he asked what can be done in that
situation when they have a mental issue and continually harass people, defecate, and cause problems
but haven’t committed a crime and how is Metro going to fix these issues. There are people terrified
to ride the system. If he had kids, he would not allow them to ride. What can Metro do to fix these
issues to create more incentive to ride. He agrees that Metro needs more security and ambassadors,
but thinks that Metro is not moving fast enough to address these issues.

Mr. Rico replied that Metro’s law enforcement has not been cut in half. Metro currently has a multi-
agency contract with LAPD, LASD, and Long Beach PD. Metro encourages people to report crime on
the system through the Transit Watch app or directly to the local police department where the
incident is taking place. If law enforcement can identify places where people consistently loiter or are
in crisis, or areas where crime is trending, they can send resources to those areas. As pertains to
Metro’s law enforcement model moving forward, the deadline of the current law enforcement
contract is approaching. As part of the reimagining public safety initiatives that the Board has
encouraged, the Public Safety Advisory Committee (PSAC) was created. PSAC meets every other
Wednesday; that group will be responsible for determining what the next law enforcement contract
looks like. He encouraged everyone to attend a PSAC meeting to share their concerns about Metro’s
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law enforcement model and make suggestions, as that is the group responsible for molding that
policy moving forward. In terms of addressing persons on the system in cognitive crisis, Metro has
multi-faceted teams to address these types of issues, but if they don’t know where those people are
found, they can’t do anything. They always encourage people that if they see something say
something, to allow Metro to respond. If there is someone in mental health crisis, they want to
provide them the help they need.

6. RECEIVE Regional Updates, Joe Forgiarini, Senior Director, Israel Marin, Principal Transportation
Planner, Tito Corona, Community Relations Manager

Luis Aquino submitted an email comment stating: Line 92 should run every 15-20 minutes Monday
through Friday and every 20-30 minutes on the weekends because a lot of passengers in the
Glenoaks Blvd area ride on Line 92. They need to run it frequently; Line 92 has had the worse service
since June of last year. It was always very packed, there was nowhere to sit. I'm disabled. I always sit
in the front seat. I don't like to sit all the way in the back. I don't like it when Line 92 operates with 40
foot buses. I think it's better to replace the 40 foot buses with the 45-foot buses on Line 92 to make
more room for other passengers, for disabled people, for disabled people with walkers and
handicapped people, you guys need to work on that. Line 92 should not go to smaller streets in Echo
Park. Line 92 needs to keep going on Temple St then to Glendale Blvd heading northbound to Sylmar
Station instead going to the small streets and on Brand Blvd turn left on Glenoaks Blvd big street
instead of going to a small street and keep going to regular on Glenoaks Blvd west of Central Ave
heading northbound to Sylmar Station. That might work out to make Line 92 to be on time. I ride
Line 92 everyday 7 days a week and I've seen that route always crowded. It's always packed, nowhere
to sit. I hope you guys will replace 40-foot buses with the 45-foot buses on Line 92.

Eugene Salinsky asked if Line 94 will run the entire length or if some of the trips will be shortlined,
and if Line 222 will the originate around Hollywood/Highland. Mr. Marin replied that Line 222 will be
modified on June 27; the new Line will begin at Hollywood/Burbank airport at the RITC (Regional
Intermodal Transportation Center), travel down Hollywood Wy, serving the new destination of
Universal/Studio City B Line Station, thus providing a new connection with Hollywood Wy. Then it
will travel down Cahuenga to Yucca/Argyle and terminate at the Hollywood/Vine Station. Existing
DASH service on at Hollywood/Highland Station will continue to serve the segment of Highland Av.
Line 222 will also replace all service over the Cahuenga Pass. Line 94 will operate end to end along a
new route linking North Hollywood via Magnolia to Burbank. It serves the heart of Burbank, traveling
down San Fernando Rd to Glendale, serving Brand Bl then traveling south to downtown LA. Line 94
will not have a shortline at this time; all trips will operate the full route from end to end. North of
Burbank, new Line 294 will operate from the downtown Burbank Metrolink Station via San Fernando
Rd, similar to current Lines 94 and 794, to Sylmar Station on the north end.

Former San Fernando Valley Service Council Member Rosalba Gonzales commented that she is
happy to see the DeSoto frequencies being improved in June and wanted to say hello to her former
Council colleagues. She saw Foothill Transit’s announcement about adding a double decker electric
bus to their fleet - is Metro considering adding electric double-decker buses to the fleet? Mr.
Forgiarini replied that Metro doesn’t currently have a plan to adopt double decker buses; Metro will
keep an eye on Foothill Transit’s experience with the double decker electric bus performance.

7. CARRIED Over Election of Chair and Vice Chair for FY22, Councilmembers
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8. RECEIVED Public comment for items not on the agenda

An eComment was received from Gregory Wright stating: People waiting for buses and transit are
subjected to a constant sonic assault from exhaust-modified pickup trucks, muscle cars, and vehicles
generally. Some of the vehicle acoustic emanations-monitoring and metering 'Noise Cameras'
proposed for L.A. should be co-sited with bus shelters and bus stops! I have sent this proposal to
Lance Oishi and his colleagues who are heading up the next-generation bus shelter and street
furniture amenities effort at StreetsLA, where it is being considered. Sherman Oaks Neighborhood
Council Transportation Committee, of which I'm a member, also is considering this idea.

An eComment was received from Ralf Quint stating: Upon sending emails to customer relations
complaining about buses arriving late, I have been repeatedly been told by the C/R representative
replying (Shawna Edwards) that it would be company policy that a bus is considered late when it is
more than 10 minutes. However in the past I have been repeatedly over the years been told by Metro
personnel at the Service Council meetings that the rule would be a maximum of 1 minute early/5
minutes late. Did this indeed get changed within the last year or is she just repeatedly trying to b/s
me?

Jason thanked Mr. Rico for responding to his comments. He reiterated the need for restrooms at
Chatsworth and North Hollywood Orange Line Stations. The businesses in that area can’t handle the
number of the people coming in from the Orange Line. Lots of people commute from west side of
the Valley to North Hollywood and need to use a bathroom. He feels Metro needs more security. Line
750 service on Ventura Bl is needed on weekends and holidays. He also thinks that more frequent
Line 161 service from Canoga Station to Thousand Oaks is needed; the 1+ hour frequencies are not
sufficient. He thinks the Orange Line needs service more frequently than every 20 minutes, especially
for people waiting to get to Sepulveda Bl Station or traveling to North Hollywood Station. He asked
that Metro not disregard public comments as people have had these complaints for a long time. To
him it seems like taking comments is only a formality. He asked Metro to please try harder.

Mr. Marin replied that the definition of an on-time bus is early 1 minute/5minutes after. he will follow
up with Customer Service. Mr. Rico encouraged everyone with concerns about Metro’s law
enforcement and security model to attend PSAC meetings and share that feedback there. That
committee will influence what the upcoming contract will look like, based on the Board’s directive.

9. CHAIR and Council Member Comments

Councilmember Sloane Goodman shared that she attended the On the Move Riders Club Virtual
Expo for older adults. She thanked staff for a well-planned event where good information was
provided.

Councilmember Washburn requested that the Council review Metro’s communications and outreach
practices for disseminating public information.

Chair Perry thanked everyone for a good meeting; lots of important information and good
suggestions were shared. He thanked the public, Councilmembers, and staff for participating.

ADJOURNED 8:51 p.m.


